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Tet Traditional In Vietnam 

Every country in the world has different cultural characteristics and through the festivals             

we learn more about the culture of that country. There are various festivals in Vietnam, but The                 

Tet holiday or Lunar New Year is the most interesting and significant celebration because people               

will delight the atmosphere of preparation, enjoy cooking unique traditional food, and reuniting             

with family members and doing a few memorable activities together. It often takes place from               

late January to early February depending on the circle of the Lunar Calendar.  

People are urged to make their houses neat and decorate their houses to prepare it about                

a half or a month before Tet. Firstly, all dusty spider webs, roofs of houses and messy                 

warehouses are cleaned completely spotless. Next, all the numerous old and moldy doors and              

windows, or stained walls in the house are painted by white or blue, or any color that depends on                   

the owner's house. After that, they do not forget to change the curtains of windows to new                 

stunning ones. Moreover, a kumquat branch, or a peach or apricot blossom decorate the inside               

of the house. It is also decorated with multiple strings of lights and red square calligraphy letters                 

that say “ Happy New Year” or “ Chuc Mung Nam Moi”. Lastly, some splendid marigolds or                 

daisies or sunflowers pots are put around the corners of the house. All the houses look like                 

colorful flower gardens and are ready to welcome a new year. 
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Two unique special traditional Vietnamese cakes that must be in every Tet traditional             

home in Vietnam is called “Banh Chung ” which is a square cake, or “Banh Tet” which is a long                    

cylinder cake. People who live in the North of Vietnam prefer to make “ Banh Chung '' while                  

others in the South prefer to make “ Banh Tet”, and although the shape is different, they use the                   

same ingredients. The ingredients of that cake consists of sticky rice, green beans and pork               

meats, which are wrapped in banana leaves and boiled overnight in a giant pot. After that, they                 

use a campfire oven, which consists of a wood burning fire under a metal frame and a large                  

boiling pot (with lid) placed on top of the frame instead of a normal oven. During the time it                   

takes to cook “Banh Chung” or “Banh Tet”, some children will sit around the campfire to listen                 

to elders to tell folk stories. Besides, they also make various kinds of jams such as coconut, sweet                  

potatoes  and mangoes, ect . 

Like Christmas in Western countries, Tet is an occasion for the members in the family to                

reunite after a long year of working far from home. The Tet holiday traditionally lasts three days                 

so it is a good chance to spend time together, and some activities together. People often stay at                  

home to welcome guests into their homes or they will visit their relatives, friends or               

neighborhood houses. There are some common activities people will do during Tet, such as they               

will exchange new year wishes; children give greetings to their grandparents; parents and             

relatives to receive “lucky money” (usually in a red envelope); they play cards together, and go                

to the Pagoda to pray for their families to have good health, and to find success throughout the                  

year.  

In conclusion, Tet traditional is one of the most symbolic and meaningful holidays to              

everyone in Vietnam because they are entertained with massive foods and have a lot of fun with                 
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their family. Furthermore, it makes the Vietnamese people, especially people who are not living              

in Vietnam, have serious homesickness; therefore, they make every effort to come back home              

during the Tet festival. 

Apricot, peach blossom and kumquat trees 
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Ancestor altar 
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Lucky money for kid 
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Flowers market 
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